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Com muni ty Achi eves
Wor king Constitution

Delega tion To Evalua te
Bard Educa tional System
by Dave Jacobowitz

On December, 14 and 15, Bard
will be host to a delegation of
officials representing the Union
for Research and Experimentation
in Higher Education. The team
will consist of Dean Anderson of
the New College of Hofstra University, President Dixon of Antioch College, and Director Ross of
Monteith College, Wayne State
University. The Union is a reconstituted organization of the colleges which were leaders in the
progressive or experimental college movement of the 1930's. It
includes other, more recent, additions to those interested in that
range of educational philosophy.
The delegation states that the
purpose of their visit will be "to
find out what is distinctive at each
college, by talking with students
and by asking faculty members
what is really bothering them
about education."
Bard has been associated with
the progressive school movement
since she emerged from the old
St. Stephen's College in 1933 and
became a part of Columbia University. The administration of Dean
Donald G. Tewksbury was most
active in starting Bard along expermental lines. In a document,
An Educational Program for Barn
College (1934) Dean Tewksbury
outlined what he felt was a feasible
program of progressive education
which would fuse the disciplines
of Art, Science, and the Humanities. The blue document, as it
is called, presented the original
concepts of Moderation, the Senior
Project, and the idea of the inverted pyramid. This is basically that

Council's two year old effort to meeting. Those students who signstreamline Community government ed them and returned them were
at Bard finally achieved a measure counted as present at the meeting.
of success with t h c pass<1ge of Hopefully the relaxation of the
seven amendments to the Consti- Assembly requirement will elimtution and the by-laws, in a refer- inate this device, which Wallack
1 :wc~m held November lOth. But admitlcd "stretched the Constitwo of the most important amend- tution."
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prevent the roadblock in the ed with overwhelming majorities,
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he twn-thirtis maj ority necessary House Presidents election voting
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for their approval.
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the student begins with a specialized interest as a freshman anc.
gr adual'ly branch out into a broac
cultural understanding. Bard. stil
retains vestiges of this idea in it~
Common Course and Senior Syn.
posium.
One of the other concepts pt
forth by Tewk sbury was that Bar ,
should not mark on an alphabe.
ical or numerical basis but that ,
student's success or failure shoul·,
be determined by personal em~·
ferences with fac-.llty member~
supported by the "intermcdiail
challenge" dvloderation J and th
"final demonstration" (Senior Proj
ectl.
The main ideal of the prograr
Tewksbury proposed w a s tha
learning at Bard should be a community affair. Personalized teach·
ing was the foundation for a sys·
tern of seminars and tutorials
which Bard still retains.
Many of the proposals which
Tewksbury made have had great
impact on Bard as an educational
institution, but there is significant
opinion tha~ the program of the
''blue document" is not what education today requires. If it is true
that Bard is still an 'experimenta
collee', the delegation which will
visit us on December 14 and lb
should help us clarify the answe1
to their quEstion: "What are the
educational experiments in which
Bard is im·clved, or would like
to be involved?"
If there is anybody interested
in reading a copy of the Tewksbury "blue document," copies are
avai),able through EPC: Drop a
note in box 68.

Lang & Lit Add S

Moderation Test

Educators Explore
Needs Of Future

E P ( To Poll Bardians On
6 Pt. Program And Book Store
The Educational Policies Committee of Council has worked this
semester primarily on faculty
evaluations. The proposal has been
before ·the entire faculty and has
been ta,bled, although it is still
felt to be a worthwhile project.
EPC will conduct two polls in
the near future. The first will be
a questionnaire sent to all students inv:olved in the six-'pont
program courses. These questionnaires will be sent through the
mail. The chairman of EPC revealed in an exclusive interview
with the Observer that he hoped
to gain some information concel'ning the general reaction of
students to the r·e quired courses
through these questionnaires. He
intimated that student opinion was
tmportant only if it gives a teacher an impression of how he was
coming across, but hoped that student comments would also be significant as · constructive criticism.
He hoped that students would
take th:is opportunity to express
their opinions on topics which are
certainly popular in coffeeshop
discussions.
The second program which E.PC
is undertaking is a poll of student
choices for the non-course books
which the book,s tore soon hopes
to carry. Since students are the
primary purchasers at the bookstore, a poll of what they want
and need should be quite helpful
to the managers in their ordering
the non-course books. EPC has ex-
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Observer

Shakespeare

THE BARD OBSERVER, the official publication of
the Bard College Community is issued every three
weeks during the Fall and Spring Semesers.

Several weeks ago, · Leith Heagy, Barbara Smolian and I ~ubmitted a sonnet of Shakespeare, under Barbara's name, to The Bard Review. Its subsequent rejection is cause for comment.
I shouln first like to point out an unpleasant
fact: the poem which was posted on the bulletin
board in Hegeman was a further "mutilation" of
the poem we submitted. Barbara, who is not a poet,
typed that copy and omitted a line. The poem was
rejected by THE BARD REVIEW, which I typed,
was unaltered except for diction and punctuation. But the claim that even such changes "mutilated" the poem is ridiculous and precious. It is
as if, should one mispronounce a line of Yeats (or
even omit a line of Yeats), the poetry would thereby be "ruined." But there is much more in Yeatsand in Shakespeare-than diction and punctuation.
' Besides, one might ask the editors if they feel we
should have dedicated the poem to Mr. W. H.
I
For the point is not the editors' taste in sonnets
out the fact that not one of them recognized the
; poem as Shakespeare's. Such lines as "That am
debarred the benefit of rest," or, "But day by night,
and night by day, oppressed," should have tipped
)ff anybody at all familiar with Shakespeare. Nor
is this merely "sixteenth-century verse." The voice
in these lines is unmistakable, or should be, at
least to students of Engilsh literature who edit the
1ard Review. Admittedly the sonnet is not one of
Shakespeare's most famous, but the metaphysical
1
· imagery, the parellelism resolved in the couplet,
·But day doth daily draw my sorrows longer, And
light doth nightly make grief's strengths seem
.:;tron.ger," <!re so typical as to be characteristic of
'1hakPspeare. Nor did the few words we altered affect the imagery or parallelism.
But thete is operative here a blind prejudice
against the use of traditional forms? One of the
)Qard members of The Bard Review commented
hat they would reject any Shakespeare a priori.
.Ve shall assume, for everyone's sake, that he was
~xaggerating. But the statement of editorial policy
.vhich The Bard Review issued earlier this year
2ontained no ban on sonnets, not even on Shakespearian sonnets. Indeed, it professed a desire to
)rint the work of any student who is deemed
,)roficient. Sorry, Wil'l.
-Richard Deutch
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EDITORIAL
The Lit Test and The Upper College
The test that was given to Lit students on November 11, came as a shock to almost everyone involved. The test was announced several weeks ahead
of time, reasons unnamed.
But now that the test is over for one semester,
this is a good time to take a close look at it.
Included on the test were questions that attempted to assess a student's knowledge of. material
from Divisional Seminar. But why should 1t be necessary to test someone to find out how well they
absorbed the material of a course? ·Is it to test
one's memory? If so, it is certainly not an exalted
purpose, and perhaps one not worth the effo~t. !f
that is not the reason, what is? Should not Cntena
Sheets do the job? And what about advisors?
Why was this test given? In a school tJ;tat emphasizes papers rather than formal tests, th1s move
stands out. It is most unusual.
One might ask, if the moderation really works a£
it should, would there be necessity for the test?
The very idea if a moderation is based on something personal. It assumes a closeness between ~d
visors and advisees. But if it is in fact, not workmg
out well enough, then why continue the advisor
system? And if there are no advisors, then moderation is pretty well impossible. Therefore, the test
seems to negate the whole purpose of moderation.
Is there something wrong with moderations?
Perhaps . . Maybe the very subjectivity inherent in
the process is not desirable. If this is so, then the
test is all to the better. Certainly a test is more
objective than an actual confrontation. And it
could be that a blending of the personal and the
impersonal will be the cure.
But the Q.Uestion still haunts. If the moderation
were good enough, why would this be necessary?
Obviously it would not. If things were working as
they should, a test of this sort would be superfluous.
Is the Literature Test going to set a precedent?
We can only hope not, for it is not only ·the moderation that is at stake. There are other things, like
senior . projects that could· b~ endangered in a similar way. In fact, the whole nature of the Upper
College could be subject to radical change.
If the moderation is no good, then the system of
having adv)sors is also rotten. But take that away,
and where is the Upper College? Since the nature of the Upper College is of utmost importance
in the Bard Curriculum, a step that seems to be
endangering it is one that should be carefully considered.

The Referendum
The recent referendum on amendments to the
Bard College constitution made poignant the shortcomings it was trying to correct. For many years
the constitution has been an unworkable and to a
large extent neglected document. The constitution
simply did not meet the needs of the Bard community.
Rather than take away individual freedom from
the students, the new amendments would make it
possible for interested students to take an even
greater part in the activities of council. The amendment lowering the quorum requirements from 50%
to 20% is a case in point. Despite many determined
attempts by Council to call assembly meetings in
the last three and a half years, there was only om.
which satisfied the 50% quorum requirement. And
that one was successful only because it dealt with
social regulations. Clearly the 50% quorum ruit.
makes the process of amending the Constitution
cumbersome and practically impossible.
But the community failed to pass this particular
amendment by four votes out of llti cast. wha~
choice are we leaving council ?-either they give
up hope of ever bringing the constitution in line
with current needs or else they use their power of
"judicial review" to decide between two contradicting articles-a retained section which implies
that an assembly meeting and discussion are required before the proposal of an amendment to
the community and a new section which, by deliberate omission, states that an assembly meeting
and discussion are a preferable but not a necessary
requirement for the proposal of an amendment to
the community. By our poorly considered voting
we have forced council into a position which it
does not want to be in. But what choice have we
left them?
Instead of hearing veiled innuendoes that Council
and its Chairman are trying to usurp power for
themselves, we ought to commend it for this half
successful 2ttempt to put the Bard constitution
on a sound functional basis. For years no Council
has been nearly as successful. It is not Council
that should be criticized, but the student body
itself. On the contrary, the Council ought to be
encouraged to complete the formidable task that
they have already begun. The new amendments
will remove most of the procedural difficulties,
and we hope that in future the student body will
support any move toward <! more realistic constition.
H. F.

Reply
It should first be reiterated that the poem sub-

Letters To The Editor
To The Editor:
Members of the community must
':le aware, by this time, that Buildings and Grounds ·i s carrying on
an all-out war on pets. It seems
that it is horrendously evli to
own a cat,. Therefore Mr. Griffeths has resorted to tactics which
I find revolting.
It has long been the complaint
~hat in B. &
G.'s attempts to
"find missing furniture", they have
employed methods resembling the
Gestapo tactics of Worl'd War 11Germany. Being a recent victim of
the B. & G. "system" I would
like to add by voice to the protest.
A student pays $400 a year for
a room. It is assumed that this
$400 al:so buys the student $400
worth of privacy.
Forget it ! ! !
Whatever rules exist to protect the student have been flagrantly violated again and again
by B. & G. To enter a locked room
when neither of the occupants are
present has become common prac-

Itise

of "conscientious" B. & G.
Just what does our $400 buy?
In most cases it provides the
student with a floor, ceiling, and
four walls, usually in pre-worl'd
war II architecture. The condition
of these rooms cry out for immediate attention, but I digress.
Apparently the $400 does not
buy the student a lock, because
B. & G. feels no qualms about opening up a locked room.
The rules remain as the last
line of defense between the student and the prying eyes of
B. & G. But these laws are so
vague that the victim never really
knows when the invader is acting
within his legal limits. It would be
a considerable service if the
B. & G. policy were clearly outlined to House Presidents and from
them to the rest of the community.
Until some steps are taken to
clarify the position, I can only repeat, "just what does our $400
buy ? ? ?
Ilene Rosen

Professor And Linguist
Jean-Claude Barre
Over breakfast one morning in
he coffee shcp Mr. Barre answer:d question~ about himself and
'lis country.
Mr. Barre was born in Bethune,
:'ranee. Bet.lmue is in the Pays
Ioin, an urban area within twent)
. :1iles of the Belgian border. Hi5
;randfather was a coal miner, anc.
_\tlr. Barre is quite proud of his
proletarian" origin.
Mr. Barre studied at the Lycec
:::orneille and received his Bacca:aureate in 1958. Among his many
~easons for coming to the United
States was a strong interest in
\merican literature and jazz.
Mr. Barre taught and studiec'
2irst at Amherst, receiving his
B. A. in English in 1962. Then ful
;wo months he taugh~ at the University of Massachusetts division
of the National Defense Education
Act Summer Language Institution
which has divisions all over the
country. The school exists on federal funds and provides high
school teachers with concentrateci
training. Mr. Barre then studied at
Yale in the comparative literature
department and at the sa~e time
worked as an advisor to freshman
langauge students.

Mr. Barre must return to France
in two years when his visa runs
out, but he would rather that hiE
visa never expired. In that case,
he would probably live on a college campus teaching and trans, ating American books.
Until the age of eleven, a French
child goes to ecole premiere, the
equivalent of grammar school, and
then to a lycee until he is
eighteen. He can go into one of
three divisions: Humanities, PUre
Science, and Applied Science. No
matter which division he enters,
~he following courses are requir~d: seven years of a modern lanW'age. three years of physics. seven years of math, and seven years
of gym.
the lycees are much too hard
on the students. According to
the French theory of education,
"Mieux vaut une tete bien faite,
qu'une tete bien pleine." The
criterion o.f the quality of work is
order good pres:entation af
knowledge.
Mr. Barre finds American women more intelligent but less intuitive. The fact that they are
overly assertive of their rights
seems to annoy him, and he pre-

mitted to the Bard Review was not a "sonnet by
Shakespeare" but a grossly mutilated version of
one. One complete line was omitted, word order
was changed, other words were substituted for
Shakespeare's, and punctuation was altered. We
consider it presumptuous to assume that any poem
by Shakespeare, after having undergone these
changes, is automatically "good" because it bears
the Master's name.
We did not recognize the poem as Shakespear's;
we did, however, recognize that the work was in the
style of the late 16th and early 17th century verse.
In our own naive, trusting fashion, we assumed that
this poem was submitted in good faith . by a Bard
student who was attempting to write in a traditional
form. We !"hould make it clear that it is not our
job to play · guessing games with playful students;
we are trying to edit a magazine as well as we can,
and our primary consideration is of the quality of
the work we are shown, not the identity of the
author.
The accusation that the Review is prejudiced
against traditional forms is untrue; if anything, our
tastes run more in the direction of traditional
forms well handled than in the direction of formless verse of the sort that is currently admired by
some people on the Bard campus. We maintain that
the poem submitted to us <not the one Shakespeare
wrote) is unsuccessful, and on this basis, if it were
submitted to us again we would reject it again on
the same criteria.
We have replied at such length to this prank
'Jecause we are afraid that it might discourage
people from submitting their own work to us. We
are always eager to see student work, and we hope
1 hat this incident will not prevent anyone from
submitting manuscripts.
Don Baier, member of the board·
Jon Rosenbaum, editor

South Africa: A New Look
1l1ike Heubeck spent szx years in The
Union of South A /rica. Before that he lived
in Ce;·lon, Baghdad, Frankfort, Bonn, Hamburg, Paris, and Tuscan, Arizona.
The story of South Africa is one of success.
Here is a country which, within the time period
of the last sixty to seventy years, has changed
from a pastoral, primitive society into a modern
modern, thriving, industrial state. It has raised the
living standards of all its races to a level incomparably higher than that of any other state in
Africa. With a vast resource of raw materials,
an advanced technology, and a steady supply of
capital and manpower, South Africa is progressing to a level comparable to other leading nations
lf the world and far in advance of any other
state in Africa.
It is the bulwark against the spreading infil;ration of communism in Africa, and stands
>taunchly against activities which are inspired by
communistic ideals. South Africa is a vital ally
of the West with her economic and military
strength.
_
But · de::;pite these facts, South Africa faces a
wave of mounting criticism from the rest of the
world. She is a country which has withstood the
verbal attack of almost every nation; a country
which has been interrogated strongly for her racial
policies.
- Tit~ raci.al policy of South Africa is a product
of a unique situation, and is therefore not understood in other countries. And yet, who is to judge?
<Continued on Page Six)
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Lit Club Presents
Poet Mae Swenson

'Mesur For Mesur' ~Ausi(
To Open Dec. 12

And

Metaphysi(s

On December 26. 1604, James
by Susan Crane
I and his wurt attended ''a play
On Thursday, November 12, Ed tural rhythm of animals and that
On Tuesday, November 10, the trips she made this summer, one to called Mesur for Mesur, by a
dis 12~ ,.s ·-::·t1 i: is n: :; sit: \'. ~ ; :-, their or:entation in space was conLondon
Martha's
to
one
and
Literature Club presented a poetry Montauk,
playwright listed as "S haxberd .'
in
reading by May Swenson. Before Vineyard. In these selections, Miss 'hus. the then recently completed a group of students and faculty in nccwJ vdh their orientation
London
Mr.
Therefore,
time.
a surprisingly small audience (per- Swenson showed a remarkable "Measure for Measure" was pre- Albee Social.
Mr. London 's music is mainly stressed, this music is concerned
haps twenty-five students and sensitivity to the sea.
sented for the first and las far
To give credit wherever possi- as we know) last time in Shake- concernc:d V/!th vv·a nde J.in,g Ftc u~:~c -. o : with time. Civilized man today, he
faculty members), Miss Swenson
to some extent lost the
began her reading with poems that ble, Miss Swenson is probably a speare's life, unleashing the strir: g modern technique s and his music said, has
absolute time, which
of
feeling
It
e
fre
and
sounded.
she
tonal
than
whole,
poet
the
on
bet-ter
is,
had previously been anthologized.
of critical controversy concerning
the mi grating animals still possess,
Two of the more outstanding is also possible that her choice of the play and its theme which ha ~ from the usual forms. The rhythm
because we live by the clock and
continued down to this day. Tv in hi s pieces is often exciting.
poems were "The Universe" and poems was unfortunate.
hav ~ an imposed time system ina
has
Swenson
Miss
too,
Then
"The Centaurs." Miss Swenson
be sure, the audiences of ShakeThe first composition Mr. Lon- .,~ , ·; , i ;; ·() t'1 u.-·. \Vc have a tensaid that "The Universe" had been lot to overcome, simply by the fact sp eare's time el'joyed the p: ay ant don discussed was a woodwind
dency, he continued, to judge time
commissioned by Steuben glass for of being a lady~poet. The very indeed, were familiar wi th Giral di quartet. In this piece the comrath er than to experience duration.
toyoking
"a
(0rli:
conceit,
Cinthio's "HPcaton;mithi"
a series of crystal sculptures. She phrase is a
poser investigated wandering in In \'.'l'iting this movement Mr. Lonadded that she considered the gether by violence." This has been hundred Tales) from which the time and space. The firs t movedon tried to experience time by
poem rather "scientific," and had so since Sappho . Miss Swenson is ~,t or y was taken. Later a udiences ment attempts to find, 8s Mr.
themes with variations
presenting
the
as
acts
she
:tnd critics, however, not::~bly these London said, "the ultimate mc-Gnbeen horrified when Stuben glass at her best when
the same length
exactly
are
which
had turned out a universe, com- secretary of small, telling moments. of the Ni!l('tenth Century, fo;m c: ing of Stephen Foster" ·by prein clock time. These variations
She is effective when she writes h e cutspoke:n treatment cf se>. senting a section from "Old Folks
plete with a Michelangelo-like god
show a wandering in time of the
floating in it. Furthermore she of the shadow of a longed-for i"<tther uncomfortable, as well af At Home," namely, "ail the world migrating birds. The variations
said they charged a scandalous country poplar redisicovered in .he "lewd comedy seenes and gen· is sad and dreary everywhere I
arc not connected harmonicly
the city as a pigeon feather, or eral' immorality".
amount of money for it.
roam," in the minor mood. Mr. but only rhythmicly, by means of
cat
a
that
Concerning "The Centaur," she when she recognizes
"Measure for Measure" was com- London remarked that Stephen a recurring monorthythmic supersaid that it was because of this sitting tall on the window sill is !leted abcut the same time ;- Foster \'il'Ote more than 600 sad structure.
poem that she was once intra- like a jug. Later on in the .poem, "Othello," placing it at the height songs, none of which are in the
The second composition Mr.
duced at Smith College as "May the cat is said to have "his clay >f Shakesp eare··s m;,tur ity an ' minor. The second movcmcn t London played was an overture to
Swenson, who remembers being gaze." It is a small but apt touch pr owess in dramatic writing. Gen· branched out from Stephen Foster A l\L:;IsuLm:cr Night's Dream as
a horse when she was ten years of this sort that is the essence erally speaking, the play concem: to general wandering. The third ::\1endelssohn might have interof Miss Swenson's talent. When tself with moral issues. and in- l1U','··:1-::ent c"T:c·ern0 cl tlL': mi~~raLi,, ~.
old."
prete d it. Mr. London classified
The program also included she 'a ttempts to ·b e metaphysica~ or leed, a harsh interpretation of tlH ·f birds. ;\I:-. Lunckn c ::or>.:, ir'r~ e( this piece as "relatively meaningchoice selections from her own tries to make a macrocosm from f,itle comes out as "a!l eye for ar two questions: how do birds know less" an d showing that he "knows
collection, "A Cage of Spines" and a microcosm, the result is brittle ~ye, a tooth for a tooth", However when to migrate, and why do they Low to write music." The composishe also read from a manuscript, and somewhat pretentious.
h e re is much more at stake tha : migrate. He said that perhaps the tion was tonal and lyrical, and
Although May Swenson's recital just this, for the poet finally ar· migrating was a result of the naas yet unpublished, about various
indeed did little more than enhappenings of this past summer. left a rather unfavorable impres~ -,;ues for th·~ ultimate goodness o:
many nondescript themes
compass
One of these poems 'To Make A sion, her book, "To Mix With Time." ··1ankind, despite the vice and c or- - -----------------.·:l. J l•_ iy :> .ett t ogeUter by norPlay," is a fantastic and rather , does, to a large extent, redeem uption which attend him.
rna 1 progression.
contrived play on words. Others her. It is available in the bookThis current production of "MeaMr. London chose the Twentyare concerned with two camping store.
ure for Measure," which is at
""'
tllird Psalm for the text of an
di·
Jresent in rehearsal, is being
a-cappel!o arrangement because the
rected by William Driver, with r
familinr poem involves man's
A soft and rustic voice~ broke wandering. The piece was written
<>trikingly original set conceived
>Y ;vrr. Driver and Stuart Whyte. the silence Sunday nigh t at S :Jt- from the view of someone in trou\lso to be used is the rather in- tery Hall as the lights dimmed ble, and is simply a narrative of
By Dave Perry
'.riguin,g technique of slid es showr and a concert began of one of the i·..; c.<.v . 1./t.l'. ''·' on•viOt!S knowlfolk-singer-poets to come edge of this fact, the words would
The Bard College Jazz Club Don Cherry. Bley's last recordiag on a backdrop to accent the actior finest
Th 1s was ~se~ v~~-y ~u~~ out of the current folk movement. seem to have little relation to the
sta~e.
Jn
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"
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by
sponsored a concert
released early this year. He ha~ cessf~Ly b~ Mr: Dnvei • "'~th t~ - / In a well rounded repertoire of music, a:1d at times the comforting
Bley Quintet at Bard Hall on Oc- been featured on several othe1 nrachcal a1d , ot James Fme, m songs, Eric Andersen mixed the :-:~;:_lL ~-·_, i'~ .:_dJ: .~· ~s t ~3tTi~L:~nt.
tober 24. The Quintet was not albums, including the Sonny Rol- Overreachers 64.
old with the new as he sang
A viola sonata was the last comMargaret Eckstein will play Isa· songs of his own composition con- position discussed and played. The
generally well-received. Parts of lins-Coleman Hawkins al'bum reeverything from the time- music was a chronicle of a trip
the audience left after the opening leased late last year. and the ';Free bella in partial fulfillment of he r ccrning
of the forsal':en lover t o across the ('()l•ntry. lt is surprismg
tale
less
cas
the
in
Also
Project.
Senior
the:
by
efforts
"Fusion''
tune, and also atintermission.About Fall" and
are: Harvey Bialy, John Boylan, topical songs about civil rights , , ·> h c ::r ·' A• n<.•lica the Beautiful" in
been
has
Bley
3.
Guiffre
Jimmy
forty knowleageable liste"•ers reDavi e'
in the developmem Terry Boylan, Dick Cianci,
hoboes, ethnic ramblers and hop- Ihe middle of this twelve tone
mained to listen to the free-form very influential
Dar·
Deutschendorf,
Blainie
Crabbs,
Gary
notably
,
ping freights . Among those per- piece.
bassists
several
of
an
provided
Quintet
The
music.
Gorney. Leith Heagy, David John- formed were " Come to my Bec1When Mr. London writes a comCharand
Swallow
Steve
Peacock,
example of a modern movement
son. Charle-s Kakatsakis . Heler· side," a tender statement of tho position, as in all truly creative
Haden.
l'ie
of jazz away from chord changes
Kenelous, ,Jane McCune, Spencer
David Isenzon is an accomplished ·Mosse, Ken Reiss, Robert Rock- passion of a young lover. " Dusty \''Ork, he does not know where he
and set rhythm patterns. There
Boxcar W'all," a driving acc ount is going and is, as it were, wanderpast
the
Within
bassist.
classical
were some devastating moments
man , Jim Ro~enbaum, Harold Stes- of a roving rambler leavin g his ing. Mr. London is disturbed with
in the concert, chiefly in the in- year he has played with the Sonny sel, and Susan Veit.
woman, "Boots of Blue," an epi- compo sers who know their goal
teractions of alto saxist Marshall Hollins Quintet and Ornette ColeThe production will open or
based on the old Negro le- before they start to write. Such
sode
Isenzon
group.
rehearsing
man's
Allen and d rum m e r Milford
December 12, and will run for six
;'The Freedom Bus, " a composers, he said, arc using the
Greaves, and in the solos of bass- is featured on the just- released days. The students and faculty arr gend, and
freedom movement in m·chitectural forms which are imthe
of
song
Septette.
Dixon
Bill
the
of
album
pianist-leadand
Isenzon
David
ist
urg~d to attend what promises t(
posed on music to better the inAmerica.
Marshall AUen is a hard-driving be an enlightening evening of
er Paul Bley. All compositions
Although he can drive cut a tellectual understanding of music,
were by Carla Bley. The Quintet skillful altoist, influenced by Eric theatre, full worthy successor to
the conviction of the to create music.
was successful in accomplishing Dolphy. Besides the Quintet job, the much-laucied ''Toys in the At- song with
Mr. London emphasized that his
into it, Eric mor e
wrote
he
lyrics
its purpose , well-played powerful Allen is a member of the Sun-Ra tic."
often appears shy on stage m;ing .l!sc of time is almost unique, in
music without structural hang-ups Arkcstra.
his softness to draw the audience that his variations were exactly
Milford Greaves is another young
except for a few sloppy moments.
to him. He has a unique and the same length in clock time. Mr.
Trumpeter Dewey Johnson, un- and very accomplished musician,
commented that
pleasing voce which is comple- Garcia-Henart
familiar with one of the composi- currently playing bo i h wit!1 Blcy
mented by his more than adequate Beethoven has produced a campotions, "Turns," and an undistin- and the John Chikai-Tioswell Rudd
sition in which each variation lasts
guitar and harmonica playing.
(_;
guished player to this reviewer, Quartet.
exactly eight seconds. Mr. London
prominent
a
is
ersen
And
Mr.
unfortunate
"Overreachers '64" was intramany
provided
Dewey Johnson ma y someday
Bost on area i an~wered that Beethoven was not
the
in
performer
draa
with
28,
empty
October
on
unskilled,
his
duced,
i
by
spaces
play trumpet.
now resides, and is ' conscious of this feat, and thereThe Paul Bley Quintet is a par' . matic flourish of drums. Then where he
runs of notes. On the closing piec"
guard Hecords fore the example was invalid.
of the concert, played at a very of the "October Revolution" of sev- followed short bio graphies . whicb featured on Van
Mr. London was asked why he
an entire
fast tempo, he partially redeemed eral avante-garde groups, who have set the tone for what was to follow, "New Folks" Vol. 2 and
such long pauses in his music.
used
rcbe
o
t
soon
songs
his
of
album
himself, while the other musician:c collectively bought the Cellar Cafe both directly and by the manner of
: He replied, "Silence is Golden."
leased.
surpassed themselves in an exam- on 91st street in Manhattan, and deliverance.
ple of the new music at its best. have agreed among themselves not
Most of the selections were so
Pianist Paul Bley was born in to work for other clubs. The Revo- introduced, that the audience could
Canada and was working hotel jobs lution, discussed in this week's easily follow the proceedings, But
with his own band at 13. He re- Downbeat, !~as been holding bene- the distinction between the various
ceived his formal musical educa- fit concerts around New York, in- writers became vague from the
tion at McGill Conservatory and cludfng a packed all-nighter on Galileo sketches to Marlowe's
Julliard. Bley joined the Art Bla- Halloween. Among the groups in "Dido and Aeneas" to Michelankey group at age twenty, and with- the agreement are those of Ceci. gelo's Letters and Sonnets. Only
PF:RSO\:AL1ZFD C!·lRlST\I/\;.) CARDS
in the past five years has played Taylor, Sun-Ra, Bley, Chikai, Ar- those familiar with the particular
writers
the
of
styles
There
or
Dixon.
works
Bill
and
Shepp
chie
with Charlie Mingus, Jimmy GiufC~IFTS A:'\'"D NOTTO~S
fre, Sonny Hollins, and Coleman will' be a four-day benefit co:;cel'l could follow the transition.
An interesting technique which
R£D HOOK
Hawkins. He has l'ed several given at Judson Hall in Manl'attan
5 E. !\'L~R!{ET S"' '
groups, including a West Coast by these and other group, Decem- supplemented the readings was the
quintet with Ornette Coleman and ber 28 thl'cugh New Year's Eve. projection o.f pictures on a screen.
The pictur 2s corresponJed to the
texts in meaning. For example,
there was a mushroom-shaped
cloud on the screen during a talk
Dorothy Greenough
of war and treachery, and a pig
Contnrier
appeared while Barabas spoke. Although the relation between the
HAND-·TA:l_.Q;mD SUITS. COATS, DSF.SSES
picture and ihc word was at times
j\.:'JD EVESING APP ABEL
obscure, the result was, nevertheless, a happy one. It was unfortunMEN'S SEIHTS !i.N D SPOTIT .JACKETS
Open Friday Evenings until S:OO
ate and rather damaging to the
performance that the audience
tended to laugh at each new pic32 East Market Street
J:ED lWCK, N. l'.
ture. But one left with a pleasant
that
knowledge
the
and
sensation
Rhinebeck, N.Y.
91<1-876-4611
it was a job well done.
by Ann McDermott
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New Road Built
SPORTS
On Strict Budget Lower College Wins
Albee Victorious
The road which runs from
Rhinecliff, past Adolph's, and then
to 9G by way of the Gate House
is being paved at a cost of $228,~
000. Since it is a county road,Dutchess County will be paying. As
Harold Trow, Superintendent of
highways said, "We're going to
have some decent roads around
here." This improvement is part
of a $5 million county-wide project.
Mr. Trow assured the Observer
that the road WILL have shoulders. They should be in before
winter, and will be made of gravel.
At the moment, of course, if the
road has any shoulders at all, they
are sagging and about a foot away
from the road.
When asked about the quality of
the road, Mr. Trow said, "Wt
can't afford anything better."
However, he said that this road
should last a long time. Twenty
years without a pothole ? "That'E.
right," he said .
It has not yet been determined
i.f the road has undergone a widening of any sort. If it has beer
widened, it was entirely by mis
take.
There is an oak tree, located
near the vehicle entrance to Ward
Manor. When the road was first
built, looal demand forced it to
be constructed around the tree,.
Mr. Trow described the local demand as "some garden group."
further, he added that the tree
necessitated a mighty curve in the
road. Dutchess County stands firm.
They will not pave until the tree
is removed. We will have either the
tree or the road. And Mr. Trow is
under the impression that this time
the tree will go. The Superin:tendent added, "It is a beautiful
tree, but . . ."
The road has a varied history.
Pact of it, at one time, belonged
to the Zabriskie Estate, and was
then sub-based. Another stretch
was a dirt road, and belonged to
the town . .AJbout 21 years ago, it
was paved for the first time. The
college also controlled the road
for a while. But the past ten
years, it has been under the aegis
of Dutchess County.

In Tight Game

Suspen~e had been building up
for weeks. No matter where you
went on campus, sports buffs were
debating the outcome of the Big
Game, the basketball event of the
year, the heroic struggle between
the Upper College team and the
Lower College team.
By Saturday night all questions
had been answered. After holding
a consistent slim lead throughout
the early going, the Upper College forces fell apart midway
through the second half. The
Lower College five, younger, faster, more alert, were determined
to pull off the upset of the year.
Displaying strong defense, alert
ballhawking, and fine offensive
rebounding, the Lower College put
on a tremendous burst of scoring
late in the game and pulled it out
of the fire, 66-53.
The game was highlighted by
several typical B a r d incidents:
both officials making different
calls on the same play, the Lower
College facing the wrong direction on the opening jump of the
second half, and the Upper College calling time when they were
trailing by thirteen points with one
second left in the game.
The scoring was well balanced
for the Lower College with Pete
Irwin high man at 15. Stan Reichel
scored 25 for the losers.
Oh, yes-there was beer and
dancing after the game. Bard
never disappoints its fans.

B&G Renovates
Barren Areas

Buildings and Grounds is planning a new look for the college.
Dick Griffiths has announced that
a massive landscaping program is
now in full swing. The overall
plan has been in progress for the
last thre.e years .
Tewksbury Halls is getting trees
and bushes. Those that will be
right outside the first floor windows
are all going to be Japanese Yews.
Further, there will be trees
around 'the library, Wardens, Proctor, and the new vehicle entrance.
The shrubbery around Wardens
had been removed about two years
ago.
Mr. Griffiths said that this program also intends to replace older
The Reading Course came to an trees that are dying off, and to
end on Friday, November 6. The landscape barren areas.
instructor, Lewis Fleischner, said
Since there are no more barthat progress had been good. He
added that attendance had been racks, the linen service is out a
regular, except for midterm week. shack. Therefore, they have been
Asked how he enjoyed Bard, his moved to Dwelling Unit A-1.
answer was, "Say that I enjoyed
being here, or something."
Mr. Fleischner said that he
would return, -if the school wishes
to continue the reading program.
HARDWARE
He also thought that it would be a
RED HOOK
good idea to see how his students
were doing a year later.
Phone PL 8-2791
It. is assumed that the results
of this Reading Course are pennaELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
nent. On the average, a student's
LIGHT BULBS
reading speed will decrease 10%
TOOLSPAINTS
during the following year, but no
FLASHLIGHTS
more than that over a. greater
BATTERIES
period of time.

Fleischner Ends
Reading Course

c.

j. Stockenherg

•

Fall tennis ended Sunday, No~
vember 1 with Mike Shafer's win
over Andy Gordon in the final
round of the tournament. After
field period there will be practice
in the gym with the ball-throwing
machine. Any men interested in
playing for the team should use
this opportunity to groove strokes,
and you can even beat the thing
(1by hitting the chord).
Bard intramural basketball got
underway Tuesday, November 10.
This year the teams represent the
boys' donnitories. There's a faculty team to check provincialism. Results of games last week are:
Thursday: Faculty (Captain-Hilton Weiss) vs. Wardens <CaptainPeter Irwin), 52-25; Albee <Captain-Stan Reichel) vs. Ward Manor
(Captain-A! Wallack), 50-38; North
and South Hoffiman (Captain-Bob
Levenson) vs. Potter and MvVickar
(Captain-Don Roy), 46-28.
Tuesday: Faculty vs. North and
South Hoffman, 41-32; Albee vs.
Potter and McVickar, 45-30; Wardens vs. Ward Manor, 46-27.
ALbee is fighting the faculty
for the league lead, and some of
the games have been surprisingly
good. Toss-up time is eight o'clock
and nine o'clock each Tuesday and
Thursday.
Because of the field period,
there cannot ·b e any serious attempt at intercollegiate !basketball. Mr. Patrick has, however,
arranged a game at New Paltz
College on December 5. He will
select a team from the most talented of the intramural players.

Peterson Reports

On Civil Rights
On November 9, Jim Peterson
gave a talk about his expreiences
last summer in the civil rights
movement. He was working on the
voter registration drive in Americus and Albany, Georgia.
Jim found his experiences both
rewarding and challenging. Although he was poorly received by
the local white people, he remained undaunted. And his spirits were
still high, even after he was shot
at. Jim added that he would like
to return to Georgia.
The funds for this project were
provided by Council; and amounted to $150. Jim would have been
happier if he could have sponsored
himself, but found that impossible.
The money was used for room and
board, at a subsistence level'.

RII{ERT'S
AUTO BODY
TR 6-4740
COMPLETE BODY AND
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Thomas Hayden Speaks On ERAP
Calls For New Sources Of Power In U. S.
Thomas Hayden spoke to a
group of visitors and Barn students at a Sunday night meeting
of BRAC on Nevember 8.
Mr. Hayden said that we must
have "a movement that strikes
into the centers of wealth and
power and failure in the United
States." He later reaffirmed this
statement and added, "I am interested in generating new sources
of power for revolutionary purposes."
Mr. Hayden had come to Bard
speCifically to meet with students
interested in working for ERAP
(the Economic, Racial, and Political Committee of Students for
a Democratic Society) during the
coming Field Period. Although his
address occasionally touched upon the activities of ERAP, it was
primarily a summary of Hayden's
attitude toward and prediction for
the socio-economic structure of the
United States.
He began by differing with the
late C. Wright Mills' judgement
th111t America is ·a n essentially
stable society. Mills, feels Hayden,
failed to see beyond t'he post-war
ecoonomic boom to the deteriorating situation of the late 1950's.
Such a situation, brought about
by the super-automation, has combined with t'he rise of mass movements to create a major crisis in
our social environment. The speaker extended his fears from the forces of the ~ar right to those working
for civil rights; as long as the
Negro equality movement proceeds ·at the expense (if necessary)
of whites, "the fascist movement in
the United States has real potential." The worst dangers exist not
in the South-which Mr. Hayden
characterized as "a conservative
failure" with a slow·l y developing
welfare system-but in the North,
"a liberal failure" reeking w~th
the remains of "fantastic economic e~loitation."
Hayden deplored the complacency of the newspaper-reading public, which, feeling that the civil
rights 'crisis' has passed, has succumbed to the BLg Brother cushioning of Messrs. Huntley and
Brinkley.
He attacked the two major Administration measures designed to
alleviate socio-economic bligthtthe War On Poverty and the Mobilization For Youth-as beaureaucratic ineffectualities with little
or no success in reaching the
needy. The reason for this failure-the need for federal aid to
pass through state and local machinery, centers of "stand-pat"
Campus Mystery
Why is it that the librarians
have been finding mail with the
return addresses to Mrs. Griffeth
in the overnight book box? It seems
that Mrs. Griffeths has been sending her littl'e boy to the post office
to mail her letters, and he has
never quite made it.

bossism (e. g., a Powell, a Wagnet)-rests on the assumptions (1)
that our social structure is stable
and (2) that the poor are depend.i
ent on outside assistance. The · ef-'
fects of this governmental failure
are heightened, feels Hayden·, bY
the hapless liberal coalition· withiri
the present political parties, a CO"'
alition which only sharpens the
polarization of the Negro and rigtit•
ist groups. Hayden's great nigfrtmar:e is the liability that a politically and mentally Shaken middle
class may lap up the appeal of" a
strongman, in the face of the ·ter•
rors of political upheaval, to ex•
orcise th.is spector. Students · for ·a
Democratic Society, of which Mr:
Hayden's ERAP is a part, is working to organize "some kind ofoind~
pendent force of the .psychologically (and socially) disenfranchtsed." The association will continue
working wi·t h community bodies at
the grassroots level in Newark
Cleveland, Chicago,
Kentnek:y:
and other areas. In ·the urban areas
work will center on the formatforr
of block committees and tenlllDts•
unions to pressure the political
and real estate authorities with
regard •to better living conditions;
The talk ended on a pessimistic
note. Mr. Hayden doubted whether
college students could play a~.
really signicant role in the alleviation of social evils. While "all
those who have a heart" symp.thize
with the plight of the 'workin·g
class,' "there are no revolutionary
vocations in American society"a society that, according to the
speaker, can only .b e changed from
without.
'rnlomas Hayden received his
M. A. from the University of Michigan, and is a past president of
S.O.S. In 1960, he did civil rights
work in Mississippi, and is now
~ leader of ERAP's Newark proJect. He has written articles for
The New University Student; COr-;
respondent, and Studies on the
Left.
Barry Kalish, a prominent coworker at the Newark headquarters, helped Mr. Hayden answer
questions a£ter the lecture.
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Worker Warmly
Accepts Bard

Free Gifts
In Hegem an

Field Period

TJe Field Period this year will hoped that both the positive and
run from January 4 through Feb- negative aspects of a job will help
ruary 19. All students who have make better students and more
by Lorraine Freeman
On Tuesday, November 24, kits
entered here as Freshmen must mature people.
containing "good grooming" hints
Lorraine Freeman has been a11 city, but we are happy to· find
have completed three successful
The range of jobs that Bardians will be handed out, gratis, in
field periods to be eligible for have held is quite wide. They have Hegeman, adjacent to the coffee Associate in the Cat!tolic Workers Bard College so close to our farm
for the last five years. She comn and with so many programs open
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$50 Surplus Goes
To Library Fund
The Young Citizen's for Johnson
Committee found itself with an
embarrassing surplus at the close
of the campaign. The $90 they
raised was matched with Council
was
funds. However, the group
not as .active as it had anticipated
and spent only $40. They returned
all of Council's money, leaving $50 .
The Committee decided to use
this money to help buy sets of the
of
writings
complete, extant
Amercans of political significance.
Some of the writers included are:
Jefferson, Hamiliton, Franklin,
Calhoun, and the Adams family.
Dr. Crane has been in charge of
the project. Until now, funds have
been solicited from alumni who
had majored in Political Science,
History, or International Relatios.
The contdbution from the Young
Citizens for Johnson has been
the first student donation.
"We now have pledges amounting
to aout $2,500," commented Dr.
Crane. He added, "starting about
10 years ago, scholars have been
commissioned to prepare scholarly, definitive sets of what I call
-Classical Americans. Some of these
sets may run as long as eighty
volumes."
The Young Citizens for Johnson
Committee wishes to thank its
many contributors. The libary fund
was decided urpon because it is
non-partisan, and will be of service to the whole Community.

OPEN 8 A.M.- 5 P.M.

SATURDAY 'TIL 1 P.M.

BUILDING SOMETHING?
With plywood and an Easi-Bild Pattern, a Handyman
Plan, or a Plywood Plan even an arr.ateur can make
anything from a demountable music wall to a shelf door
wardrobe in a short time . . . for a little price.

Pride of craftsmanship in·spires every one of our
mechanics to proceed with
precision on every job of
auto repair. Their skill
makes a big difference . . .
in your fDvor!

INC.
Phone PL 8-1500

BLOCKS TO PLYWOOD, VISIT ...

Route 9, Red Hook, N.Y.

PHONE PL 8-2222

RED HOOK, N.Y.

SAWDUST

TRAIL

- Shirt Service -

Smith Motors

FOR COMPLETE SUPPLIES FROM CEMENT

Scheffler Lumber Co.

Quick Service
Laundry

Oderless
Dry Cleaning

Adolf's

Annan dale Hotel
Good

Liquor

Food

Beer

RESTAURANT
Steaks and Sea Foods
Tel. Rhinebeck TR 6 · 8189
Route 9 between

Henry Benson, Prop.

Rhinebeck and Red Hook

Rhinebeck, N.Y.
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The Art s In New Yor k
Alexand er Ca·lder
Exhibits At Guggen heim
By Ann-Sarge nt Wooster
The exMbit is organized chronologically for the most part, though
emphasis is placed on the congeniaUiy of the exhibits. It is best
to sta11t at the top of the long
spiral ramp and work downward.
Alexander Calder's earlier work,
found in the first notch of the wall,
consists of line drawings of circuses. The second notch contains
a slightly later series of masks that
translate his earlier structural
pencil drawings into wire. The
next section is a complete circus
constructed from wire and cloth.

Apple Monster (1938) is one of
the first examples of true scuLpture-but what a strange sculpture, a long shape of wood with
the anterior part painted green.
It seems strange until one sees in
Calder's later works the translation of a simple form of this type
into gigantic mobi1es. Double1 Helix
(1944) and Starfish (1930>, also in
this notch, are the first of his
structures to have a moveable axis.
There follows a series of about
five feet by six feet textiles that
contain as their main design a
shape or series of shapes that

Zero Mostel
Scores Again

Calder will later translate into
iron.
From here until your exit, you
will be surrounded by mobiles. The
immense simple black shapes are
balanced from thin black rods and
they range in size (rom a few
feet to twenty feet in diameter.
Some of the smaller mobiles move
as quickly as chimeras. Others
move slowly and majesticall y, onen
with a child reaching up and puS'hing it or a fan blowing. Some
reach up from the floor and you
duck one sort of long arm containing a black shape to dodge a

different sort of orange form
by Garry Bratman
which is ponderousl y moving
"Fiddler
On The Roof" combines
around in its own series of black
metal oDbLt or piercing a red pathos, laughter, song, brilliant
burlap circle. From black shapes characteriz ations, dance and sheer
Calder moves into the realm of joy. The musical comedy, which
color. In his use of motion he is now at the Imperial
Theatre
is achieving a visual sensual feelin
New
York,
is,
without
a
doubt,
ing which he forms by a physical
structural balance. By this action, the best musical of this season.
Zero Mostel, the only actor to
Calder intr{)duced motion as an
objective to the idiom of art. In have received 'Tony' awards for
the case of Small Stable Mobiles performanc es in both legitimate
1963-64, there is"the motion of the drama ("Rhinocer os") and musical
trapezes and swings found in a comedy ("A Funny Thing Hapuencircus. It is the same motion that ed on the Way to the Forum"),
fascinated him twenty years before. scores once again as Tevye, a roOn the main floor children are tund, middle-age d dairyman.
playing hide and seek in a 'large
Tevye is a devout Jew l'iving in
jutting black structure made from Russia at the turn of the century.
steel girders and rivets entttled Aside from the general poverty
<Continued from Page Two>
Gulllotine for 8 (1963) and sud'- that he has to put up with, (he
Ghana, with her one party system? The Congo,
"The Governmen t's policy to maintain
still seethieg under revolution or even the United and hegemony of western cilivization . is onestability denly its all over and you are constanly debates with God about
of sep- standing outside with a smile on the 'whys' and 'wherefores ' of this
States, with her own troubled racial incidents?
arate developme nts of the four racial groups." Withyour face. See it if you can.
situation) he has been 'blessed'
South Africa's racial policy is not in accord with out this the tragic events of the
Congo would recurrent ideas of African self-determ ination and occur in South Africa. There would
with five daughters and no sons.
be
a
return
to
are, therefore, generally not accepted. The fact tribalism or the domination of an outside
Three of the daughters are of marpower.
that European conception s of democratic principles Are the people who have built up a nation
riageable age and he, as the papa
going to
appear to be unworkable in semi-civiliz ed com- allow this to take place?
of the house, has to find husbands
munities is largely ignored. The great benefits to
Left to their own intuition, would the Bantu
for these girls. The eldest daughthe non-white people are blanketed by those who
have
formed a governmen t? Would there not still
ter's marriage seems agreeable to
criticize.
be inter-tribal wars? Would there be the prosperity
all. The matchmake r <Beatrice ArOne is. unable to appreciate the justificatio n that
there is today in South Africa? I think not.
with which the racial policy is carried out unless
thur), the rich butcher who would
The Bantu have benefited greatly and will cont~nue
The Bard Folklore Society is be the groom, Tevye's wife (suthe significanc e of the numerical superiority of to
do
so
in
the
future.
We
have
to
merely
glance
at
planning a program th·at will util- perbly played by Maria Karnilova)
the semi-primi tive group is realized. Is one to be
oblivious of the fact that the whites are out the Congo to learn that it takes time. This is the ize the collected talents around and the entire
town considers it
key
to
the
harmony
of
all
races.
One
can
not
atnumbered three to one?
campus. The society will give those a good match for .a poor girl
tempt the task until prepared.
Are the strides in agriculture , science, medicine,
folk performers , who are contin- whose family cannot afford a
The problem is South Africas' not the world's.
indutry and business to be forgotten? It was the European who came to South Africa, brought ChrisA world full of hatred and criticism has never ualliY ho¢ing on the lawn, a dowry. The only problem is that
tianity, education, social order, knowledge of medi- solved a problem. A world full' of ignorance has not chance to display their talents in the daughter is in love with the
cine, and economic impetus to the land. It was they found a solution. And is not the world which is concert. Auditions will be held by young tailor, Motel Kamzoil (perwho raised the Bantu from their primitive state to directing h11tred toward South Africa, but the newly Terry Boylan in Potter I on Nov- fectly played by Austin Pendlepresent conditions. Developme nt of a people is a
independen t states in Africa, who themselves are ember 30, from 2-5 p. m.
ton).
long and arduous task. One cannot expect to throw
languishing under revolution, counter revolution,
In spite of all of these seeminga country bl1ndly into a race to develop and to have growth of communism , internal strife, poor econThere are eleven monic irre-~ly tragic events, "Fiddler" is a
it emerge overnight as one expects.
omy, and inability to rule. Are these fair judges?
If one walks through the country districts, a naA few unhappy peopl'e, a few disturbed men, a ducible quadratic polynomial s over happy musical fill'ed with the songs
tive reserve, through the streets of a big city, or few fame seeking individuals , a few ignorant
the field of integers mod 5.
of happy people.
the townships in which suburban African lives, one . . . these can ruin the opinion of thousandsfolk
of
will not notice signs of grim tension, or "malignant others. South Africa is a beautiful land,
new, prospersecution '' as United Nation members have la- perous and under the spell of youth. If one could
belled the situation. Rather, one will see amiable see, if one could view for oneself, then
all would
people, no sullen looks or a population "being re- understand .
duced to the level "Of the sub-human ."
by Michael Heubeck

South Africa

Folklore Society
Q.rganizes Talent

RED HOOK DELIC ATES SEN

IMPORTED CHEESES

First National Bank of Red Hook
Checking Accounts
Sa~·ings

Accounts

T,·aveler's Checks
Christmas Club

Member Federal Deposit Insurance

-NO RG E
Coin· Opera ted
. Laund ry & Dry Clean ing
Villag e
OPERATED BY

J. J. & A. Colb urn, Inc.
106 SOUTH B'WAY

RED HOOK, N.Y.

SAVE 75o/o
On Your Dry Cleaning
DRY CLEAN.;_8 lbs.
$1.50
9 DRESSES (approx.) ......................
1.50
10 SLIPOVER SWEATER S (approx.)
1.50
3 LIGHTWE IGHT or 2 HEAVY SUITS
1.50
DRYERS- 50 lbs ...... ......... ........ ... 10 Min.
.10
WASH-8 lbs. DRY WEIGHT 25 - .25 Ibs. .50

Chape l News
On November 8, the Chapel
Steering Committee held an organizationa l meeting. A constitution, written by Dr. Shafer, was
discussed, amended, and adopted.
The constitutio n provides for the
election of regular officers at the
end of each fall semester. It is
also hoped that the constitutio n
will keep the Steering Committee
stable, if informal'.
On November 15, elections were
held. The results were: Michael
Shafer, preEident; Peter Browne,
vice-presid ent; and Lorraine Smith,
secretary-t reasurer.
The Chapel Steering Commitee
is open to all members of the
community who are interested in
the events of the chapel.

fers the French woman's manner
of accepting equality rather than
asserting it. He says, though, that
most American girls are nice at
the school level. French students do
not concern themselves as much as
we do with 'being popular; they
each have a small circle of friends
and stick with that group.
When asked if he would like to
live in this country, Mr. Barre
said that if it meant being among
average Americans -no. He says
that although they are nice, they are
typically prejudiced and ignorant,
the latter being a quaHty he finds
hard to forgive. Intellectua ls, such
as' college factulty, on the other
hand, have a great deal of knowledge, are broad-mind ed, and "not
committed to any particular a.sethetic ideal."
To characteriz e the French people, Mr. Barre caHed them skeptical, cynical in a sympatheti c
sense, deep in their affections, but
defiant.

SALADS

COLD BEVERAG ES
DELICACI ES

29 W. Market Street

e

PIZZA

(Opposite the Bank)

"The Friendly Drug Store"

RED HOOK DRUG STORE
RED HOOK, N. Y.

Barre
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COLD CUTS

FREE

PLateua 8-5591

DELIVER Y

Prescriptio n

Specialists

Complete Cosmetic Line
FANNY FARMER CANDY

TO BE SURE
Come to Us for

24-HOUR TOWING
Phone
PL 8-5673 Days
PL 9-3681 Nights

LUBRICAT ION
TIRES
BATTERIE S

Hour": 7:30 a.m. -10 p.m.

NORBY'S SERV ICE STAT ION
Routes 9G & 199, Barrytown, N.Y.

Norbert 'Quenzer, Prop.

